
Corona virus, distance, spring and new positives… 

 

Whether we thought in the last year, when first forced were to go on t distancing 

work, studies, limitation in relation to moving, communication and others like its, that 

over and over (and it already in third times) will experience new and new emotions, 

obstacles and losses concerning the pandemic of corona virus, that compel us to search 

all another ways of improvement and changes of the vital space. And it is yet not end. 

Because for the prognoses of world specialists, scientists and virologists, humanity will 

be able really to lead and get along at the processes of mutation of corona virus only to 

the end of 2021. Therefore it is stopping of distance is not yet on time… But we must be 

optimists, because life proceeds, despite on anything! 

Someone will ask: «And what is here positive»? And it is just need to search in it, 

that we became more and more attentive is not only to ourselves and our health, but also 

to the most native people, acquaintances, partners on business, colleagues, simply to the 

neighbors in a line, to sit down in a transport and, on the whole, to our environment. 

Someone from us quite laid hands on all methods of the controlled from distance 

studies, beginning from Skype, ZOOM and, ending, Google Meet. Someone in times of 

the controlled from distance stay in one place, instead of long duration moving on a 

transport from one end of city in other, to get to the work, did that put aside the to best 

times: wrote a monograph, mastered to perfection a foreign language and passed an 

exam on В2; did the new opening in relation to influence of corona virus on all spheres 

of our life. As they say: “There would not be happiness, if unhappiness did not help»! 

And it is yet not limit, because the human phenomena and possibilities yet to the end are 

not investigated. We became undoubtedly forced, more proof, hard-tempered, flexible, 

experienced specialists, which value every instant of the existence.  

Hope that a coming spring will bring to us only kind and light hopes. Whole all 

are finished, and this pandemic will make off too. It is necessary only not to lose our 

energy, to fight with it all those methods that nature provided with us. And also it is 

needed to remember the Shevchenko principles: «Fight and will winners»! 

We sincerely thankful to all our colleagues, authors, reviewers, who are not  in 

this simple times of pandemic supported us the articles, wishes and recommendations in 

relation to further development of our magazine. Undoubtedly, we very value all 

positive and negative reviews; we change and try to hold a course in relation to passing 

of magazine to the «А» category. For the reason of it we attract the more articles, that is 

prepared by English, that must promote regulations of magazine, quality of the given 

material and possibility to bring over international specialists and scientists to opponent 

of the articles. 

Wish to all the good health, optimistic look in the future, successes in the begun 

businesses, inspiration and unceasing desire to arrive at the unattainable tops of the life! 

We will always ready to advice, support and help you in this kind, bright on event 

businesses and to shine your successes on the pages of our edition. Creative position to 

us all and achievement of all put tactical and strategic tasks. 
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